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five ways to write like the economist - legal writing pro - five ways to write like the economist by ross
guberman hen i fly both here and abroad, i often spot the blackberry-and-bluetooth set poring over the
economist from the comfort of their airplane seats. does the writing in that lauded publication offer any secrets
about how to appeal to your client base? here are five reasons the answer may be yes. write like will –
master the shakespearean sonnet - write like will – master the shakespearean sonnet directions: using the
topic you were just assigned, create your own 14-line sonnet. each line needs to be exactly 10 syllables (don’t
worry about the iambic part of the iambic pentameter – the 10 syllables will be enough of a challenge) and the
poem needs to follow applying the “write like a pro” techniques - 7. write the letter “s” at the beginning
of a line that includes a simile. 8. on the back of the paper, explain which element of this story is ironic.
directions: read the following student-written personal narrative. then, do the following: applying the “write
like a pro” techniques 1. circle three participial phrases. 2. write like a pro – skill builder directions - lps “the tray falls on the floor and the cake breaks apart, like soil – ally condie, matched “zero was a mole as he
dug his five-foot deep hole.” – louis sachar, holes 3. write your own sentence modeled after the simile usage in
this example: “the rain came all at once and in a furious torrent, like god was mad and wanted to flood us ...
study guide - amazon simple storage service - write like this is built around a central premise: if students
are to grow as writers, they need to read good writing, they need to study good writing, and, most important,
they need to emulate good writers. in write like this, kelly emphasizes real-world writing purposes, the kind of
writing he wants his students to be doing twenty years from now. write like mozart – lecture notes - glenn
rowe - above. for example, the first chord in the excerpt below is often found in jazz: the notes in the base clef
are f, c and a, and together with the eb in the treble, form a dominant 7th chord (that is, a v7 chord with a
major-minor structure). a jazz musician would take the top two write like a chemist, the acs style guide, wlc refers to the textbook write like a chemist and acs refers to the acs style guide. wlc ex. refers to the
exercises found in the wlc textbook chapters. quizzes will be based on the reading, lecture material, and
assignments. for the parts of the final paper and other written work, each student will turn in individual work
that learning to write like a historian final prepub - learning to write like a historian 5 pieces to hunt
down—a fact they were constantly reminded of while trying to construct a coherent argument. among
participants, this balancing act between assembling the pieces and looking for more manifested in a process
that looked anything but linear. they did not conduct research and then write it up. grade 5: module 2a: unit
3: lesson 1 how to write like a ... - how to write like a scientist in the field: introduction to the elements of
field journals . long-term targets addressed (based on nysp12 ela ccls) i can compare and contrast the
organizational structure of different informational texts. (ri.5.5) i can compare and contrast multiple accounts
of the same event or topic. (ri.5.6) writer’s response notebook - writer’s response notebook. the majority of
prompts contain writing strategies and examples from the book write like this by kelly gallagher. the goal of
these daily activities is to develop real-world writers.
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